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Love is a poem and I really know it is,
I've written so many versus of poems and prose;
As love comes into mention and mixes with the words,
The love of God in poetry is the earth's eternal work.

  

Love is a poem that comes from the heart and pen,
It goes down in written lines every now and then;
It is beautiful to know and rhyme and flow again and again,
As love is a gift of freedom from hard work there and then.,

  

Love is a poem, it is fair, that only comes out in prayer.
For like a song that is song it sings with rhythm with care;
It floats like a note in the air and it is said to dare;
As love is a poem it is true and it comes out through me and you.

  

Love is a poem that is fun and it shine like the hoity burning sun,
As well as a love that is cool a poem is the rule to fool one;
Like the water pouring out over the falls, it flows down the more,
For like a poem, is a love that comes only when it is sure.

  

Love is a poem as I sit here writing this one at home,
It could have been anywhere else in the world that I comb;
But no matter how far I travel or how far wide I roam,
Love is a poem that comes naturally and lives in the heart I have found.

  

Love is a poem that starts off, just to finish with a new,
A knew love of heaven of words floating off in the clouds;
Where time and healing are both very well overdue,
And love is a poem that is lonely and lovely to be with you.

  

Signed,
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All by myself
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